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CHH'l'LH I
INT!Wil~ CT

In N

The trend today is toward the individualized api'roaches in the
teaching of typewriting and other business

suhjPct~.

Susan Schrumpf

notes that this c oncept is c ontinuously gaining popularity because the
spot.light, is clearly on the student --

hi~J

abilities and limitations --

and how the b11s iness educator can best m! nister his needs.

If individ-

ualized instruction is utilized properly, it is the best possible
p!'epar a t.ion. (15, p, 1 )
Keeping in mind that. t.he primary r; oal of society is thnt of as s isting
the

individ~ a l

instruct. to~ is

t.o rench his hi6hest potential, indivldualizatlon of
t ~"

•nswer tc many p:-oblems for vooat i ona 1 educators .

Jiowe stntes:
A democrntic society needs individuals who a re selfdisciplined, self-responsible, gnd capable of making
intelligent choices, Tha major reasons why such c oncentrated
effort is being made t o find ways 3nd means to ind ivinualiz e
instr~ct. i o n are that, tndiv idualizP1 instruct ion teaches
critic a l thinki ng, teache o self-direct ion, nurtures creativ i ty,
and develops one's self-c oncept. (8, p. 76)
The business
appr oac hes to

ed~cnt.l 0 n

in d !vid u •~iz~d

expe rts are c onstantly introducing new
instruc t ion in typewriting through busl ness

public a tions, worksllops, and various other media; thus giving f ull sui)port.
to its ut!lizatior. in an effort to improve classroom lear ning
In vlew of these

ch~n,; ln;:

situatio ~s.

t,renri5 in educatic•n and ln socie t y , lt i.s

evident that sec ondary sc hools will be expected to utilize innovati·Je
;>ractices in order to m'3et tt,e needs of today 1 s youth,

2

Statement of the Problem
The purpoRe of this study was to determine the extent of utili zation
of individualized instruction (l?I) in typewriting in the oublic high
schools of the state of Utah,

1.

The study was designed to determine:

Tl.e comoonents of individualized instruction which business

education teachers are using in typewriting.
2.

The typewriting courses in which the components or indiv i duali zed

i nstruction are being utilized.

J,

The kinds of instructional materials that are being utilized to

the typewritinr, classes,

4.

The status of certain stability factors regarding the use of

individualized instruction in typewriting.

These stability factors

Include:
A.

The length of time that individualization has been a part of
the typewriting program.

B.

The responses of the business educators regarding future
utilization of individualized instruction in typewriting .

C.

The reasons why teachers adopt individualizec instruction
in their typewriting programs.
Import.ancP of the Study

In this era of "an explosion of knowledge", there is a great concern
for effective teachinp,.

It is quite timely for business educators to

examine their teaching met.r.odology.

Carrington states:

J
The significance of t.he growth of typewriting i nstructio n
is not always r5cognized or appreciated. Typewriting is the
most popular business course o~fered in the high schoole today.
It l.s the ~ey to an effective business education program, and
typewriting instruction should be changing to meet the new
demands of sequence and scope ••••••••••••• Experimentation is
needed to determine new con~ent and methods of instruction.
(6, p. 7)
Lloyd emphasizes the need for business educators to implement
innovative practices into their typewriting
becomes too great. for t.hem to keep up.

before the pressure

orogra~B

He states:

11

In the next few

years, so many traditional aspects of typewriting instruction are going
to change so rapidly that typewrl.t.ing teachers will be breathless from
the race to keep up." (11, p. l))
How than does this new methodology rata in utilization in typewriting
in the state of Utah?

Not in the future, but presently?

How are research

and improved mett.odology suggestions actually being utilized in the
secondary schools, the channels through which most youth are touched
the vocational foundations?

Buehl saye:

"Ev~n

though there is ll.ttle

evidence that innovative concepts are superlor to traditional methods,
innovative ideas are here!" ( C: , p. 55)

Is it not true that the day has

passed when we can simply be traditional teachere?

Bishop states:

It is ~Y basic con~ent1on that education and related
instructional programs, in order to be relevant. in the 70's
must. be more individually and humanietically o!"iented. Group
or iented instructional te chniquee and materials are no longer
appropria t.e or effective in meeting the needs of today's
youth •••••••.••••••••••••• Conventional educational programs
are inadequate and obsolete wre n we consider the diversity of
skill, conceptual development, attitudes and values, and
capabilities required by students for survival in our complex
and technol ogical society. (3, p. 14)

4
Some state departments have been suggesting the use of more
innovative methocis in the teaching of business s:.1bjects in the secondary
schools.

Sa~~e

have sent representatives to visit these schools and make

suggestions on bow to organize the course offerings if they want more
state funding.

The National Business Education Association hAs established

and recommended for use, a stronger evaluative system for vocational
programs.

In the recommendations for criteria to be used in the

evaluative process, Swanson states:
In the evaluation procedures, judgments must be ~ade.
Let us hope i~creasing ly, when business education programs
are being evaluated, it can be said: Yes, all personnel
involved -- adminis t,ratcrs , fac ilitat iiig" staff, teache rs
alike -- are truly aware of emerging trends in educational
technology that are of vital im~ortance to improving
busine9S education; and yes, indeed, they do pr ovide for
inrlivirluAlized instruct,i'Oii:" (16, p. 160)
The results of this study should serve to:
1.

Provide evidence conce rninP, the rate of progress being made

in indtvt<lualtzed instruction in typewriting ln the public high schools
of the state of Utah.
2.

Provide teacher educators with knowledge of the areas in which

to work so that they may develop more effective and innovative business
teachers.
Delimitations of the Study
1.

It is not the intent of this st, udy to evaluat.e the effectiveness

of individualized programs in typewriting, but

mcr~ly

exte nt of utilizaUon in the publtc high school".

to identify the

5
2.

This study was focused on the number of public high schools

utilizing indivi3ualized instruction in the various typewritine courses,
and not on the number of the same
).

within the school.

course~

The data sources for this imestigat.ion are limited to the

public high schools of the state of Utah, which includes grades 10-12
in most of the schools.

4. This study was only concerned with t hose components nf
individualized instruction that are necessary to utilize before a class
is considered to be individualized.

5.
than

~s

Multi-media is regarded more as an aid for enhancing effectivene9s
an essential component of individualized instruction.
Definition of Terms

The following terms were defined as they applied to this study:
1.

Individualized Instruction.

The sys tem of Individually Prescribed

instruction (I?I) that. consists of planning and conducting a pr ogram of
studies that is tailored to the learning needs of the individual student
and to his characteristics as a learner.

The !PI System is based oo a

specific set of educational objectives, and has correlated to thesP.
objectives diagnostic instruments, teaching materials and methods.
A model of this system

~auld

inclurle the following essential

components:
A.

Specification of educational objectives.

B.

Careful deterrnlnation of each pupil's present competence in
a given subject.

6

c.

Daily evaluation and guidance of each pupil on an individual

D.

Frequent monitoring of student performance.

E.

Continual evaluation in order to inform both the pupil and
teacher of progress toward an objective as well as
strengthening the curriculum and instructional procedures .
(15, p. 46)

2.

Placement Test.

~8~.

Used in locating the students on the learning

continuum.

J. Pretest. Assigned prior to any teaching within the unit. An
instrument designed to measure the specific objective within a specific
unit and level of the learning continuum.

4.

Posttest.

An alternate form of the pretest and is assigned at

the end of each unit of work to determine the pupil's mastery of the
unit.

The posttest score also indicates growth in total behavior for

each student of that level and unit.

S.

Instructional Objectives (Performance Objectives).

Tells the

pupil what he will have to be able to do when he is evaluated, the
important conditions under which he will have to perform, and the lower
limit or quality of performance expected of him.
Methods and Procedures
Information for this study was gathered through the use of a
questionnaire (see pages
questionnaire).

59 -

61 of the Appendix for a copy of the

7
The names and addresses of all public high schools with business
education departments or at least one business teacher was obtained from
the 1972-73 Directory of Utah Business and Office Education Fersonnel,
published by the Department of Public Instruction, State of Utah.
total of 86 schools were listed.

A

These schools represented the population

for this survey.
Gathering of the Data
A cover letter was designed to give the purposes of this study
(see page

59

of the Appendix for the copy of the cover letter).

The

cover letter and questionnaire, along with a stamped, addressed envelope
were mailed to each of the 86 business education department chairmen on
March 17, 1973.

On March 27, 1973, a postal card reminder was mailed to

those teachers that had not res ponded (see page 62 for a copy of the
postal card message).

A deadline for receiving the questionnaire was

designated as April 13, 1973.

No questionnaires were received after the

designated date.
Handling of the Data
The information received from the questionnaires was studied,
tabulated and compiled in table form to show the frequency of use of the
essential components of individualized instruction in typewriting, the
kinds of instructional materials that are used, and the status of certain
stability factors in individualized instruction.

Numbers and percentages

were used as a method of presenting the data from the questionnaire.
A detailed presentation of data for this survey is given in
Chapter III.

8
Summary and Overview
This study represents an effort to determine the extent that business
education teachers in the pub l ic high schools of the state of Utah are
utilizing individualized instruction in typewriting.

Chapter II includes

a review of literature and research pertaining to the utilization of
individualized instruction in typewriting.
results of this survey.

Chapter III presents the

Chapter IV oresents the summary, conclusions and

recommendations that resulted from this study.
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CHAPT m II
REVIEW OF' RELATffi LITERATURE AND RESEARCH

The focus of all literature and research found in this review is
on the effectiveness of individualized instruction in meeting individual
needs of s t udents, and t he effectiveness of use as related to typewriting
instruction.
It has been found by some high school business teachers that the
majority of students in a class are average or below average in ability.
Doesn't this mean that more time should be devoted to these students in
order to help them reach an adequate level of competence?

It is

effectively exemplified by innovative methodology that the most striking
humao characteristic is that of individual difference .

Several authors

of various articles agree that the learning situation is improved
t hr ough the use of individualized methods.

West states:

Differences in intelligence affect learning rate and,
thereby, the levels of st,udent achievement in any gbe n time
during learning. So do othe r thi ngs, such as differences in
prerequisite knowledge, differe nces in attitudes toward school,
toward the subject, toward the teacher. Whatever the causes
of differences in students• achievement during a particular
course of instruction, individualization boils down to taking
those differences in achievement into account in determining
what each student should be taught next, what he is to learn
next, what he is to do next, and what his next objective is
to be. (19, p. 20)
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Crawford emphasizes that individualized instruction i s an
in5 >.ruct ional strategy that t:8s many values and adva nta ~ es for batt• ,
teach~rs

and students.

Some of t.t:ese advantages are:
1.

Provides more explicit written assignments in the form of

learning experiences.
2.

Provides source of learning activities for students' training

plans.
3.

Permits progress at individual rates of learning.

4.

Provides help for the student who is absent.

5.

Enables student. to carry on work in instructor's absence.

6.

Helps student increase habit of self-rP.liance.

7.

Aids in timing instruction to meet i ndividual stude nt nP.eds.
( 7, p. 161)

Scanlon relates that, inherent in the design of the Individually
Prescribed Instruction System is ita capability for improvement.

He

continues by saying:
An essential aspect of individualized instruction is
the pr ovision for charting thP. progress of each student as
he moves through the curriculum, and the availability of
these reports for teacher use. This information is necessary for individual Prescript.ions and classroom organization.

(15, p. 44)
Scanlon also gives a list of five ingredients to be included in
the data to be used for prescribing individual learning tasks.

ThP.y

are:
1.

General ability level in the given subject.

2.

The degree of mastery or lack of mastery in each skill in

the part.icular unit assigned to the student.

11

),

Information related to t,he child's i)ror, ress in previous

units directly related to the skills in the ?r ese nt unit.

4. Detailed informati on related to the pupil's

progre~s

as he

moves throu&h the various tasks related to the particular skills or
objectives assigned.

5.

General learning characteristics of the pupil as t hey relate

t o the as8igned task, (15, p. 44)
BartholOI!le emphasizes that individualized instruction does not
have to be an all-or-nothing concept.
zation,

There are degrees of ind ividuali-

With extensive work and emphasis being placed on the systems

approach to learning and performance objectives, as well as other
educet ional innovations such as programmed instruct. ion and mcdular
scheduling, tools have now been given to us t.o really individualize
educational instructi on on the basis of student needs snd objectives .
He further r elates that anythi ng which can be done in teaching wh ich is
tn the direction of individualized instruction should be helpful to the
:earner,
1.
(a)

Some of these

procedure~

wollld include:

General assumptions in individualizing instruction:

Stlldents

do not achieve at the same rate; (b) do not achieve by using the same

study techniqlles; (c) solve problems in different ways; and (d) possess
different patt.err.s of interest,

Individllalization is the variable and

:earning is the constant.
2,

Performance objectives are inclllded in virtually all efforts

•t individl.lalizirg instruction,

12

).

Le arning materials should be prese nt ed by utilizing a variety

of media.

Even t he most

inte r~ sting

media ge ts dull if it is used

constantly.

4.

Students may work independently.

But me rely working by

himself does not mean th8t a student is necessarily participating in
an individualized learning program.

5.

Small group i nstruction can be used.

With a little effort , teachers can find some way to provide one

or more met hods, strategies, or ap plications of opportunities pointing in
the direction of individualized instruction.
6.

When individualizing a typewriting class, do not plRn t oday

to individualize tomorrow.

Devise a system which can incorpora t e

degrees of individualizati on until the total program is a complete
individualized learning system.

(1, pp. 160-1)

In that a student must have clearly defined goals in order to
pr ogress on his oun and at his particular rate, Carol Norris brings out
in a study made on performance objec t ives:
Statement of pe rformance goals should be designed to clear
up teacher expectations for the students. The advanta ge of
specific goals is that we move away from the text analysis and
test application to task and l evel of performance statements,
which are clearly measurable. Many authors agree that
performance goals should provide the means of determining the
degree of effectiveness of alternative teaching strategies.
The concern here has: (1) relevancy to student needs;
(2) individualization to students• abilities; (3) individualization to the students• field of study; (4) learning
styles. (13, p. 23)
It was concluded that the use of performance goals provide an
avenue which can easily be altered to fit each teacher-learner situation.

l)

It enhances the objectivity of the instructional atmosphere while
encouraging an individualization of activities.
In agreement with the previous mentioned concepts, Hudson
emphasizes a great need for individualization of instruction in advanced
typewriting in that the most difficult problem faced by the instructor
is that of providing appropriate learning exercises for the variety of
skill levels of students.

Only a few students who enter the advanced

course have had the same basic instruction in previous courses.

He

further states:
Realizing that many students will have deficiencies in
basic typing skills, the instructor of the advanced course
should be prepared to offer remedial skill-building exercises.
Individualized skill-building activities based on the results
of an efficient pretest will motivate students to work toward
overcoming their deficiencies. Identifying and emphasizing
programs toward established proficiency goals rather than in
passing periodic tests will encourage conscientious effort on
the part of the student. (9, pp. 8-9)
Zahn and LeBarre bring out that:

In order to develop a high level

of production skill, the advanced typewriting course at Eau Claire was
overhauled and rejuvenated ••••••••••••••• Individualized instruction is
an integral part of this typewriting course as a result of the overhaul.
The instruction is geared to meet the needs of each class member.

Each

student assumes certain responsibilities that help prepare him for the
day when he takes a job and has to perform in order to keep his position.

Individualization has been accomplished without buying expensive
equipment; rather it utilizes the equipment and materials already
available.

They concluded that:

The class does allow for i ndividual differences . The
pretests allow the student to determi ne his skill level and
practice accordingly. S i nee tr.e goals for t.he course, and
more specifically each untt, are outlined in the beginning ,
each student is conscious of what he must accomplish upon
completion of the unit ••••••••• The course will continue to
change as the needs of the students change. (21, p. 13)
It is evident, too, as indicated by West, •.hat more research
b ~en

has
t h ~n

done in t.he areas of steno.,raphic

~nd

typewriting inAtruct, ion

a ny 0th er bus i ness S'Jb,! ec ts b"cause the nature of t.l':e c octrses l e nds

itself to more accurate res earch in t hat st udent responses are in
r eadil y .· ount.able units. ( 19 , !"· ?0)

As a result of this progress in

research, much success is pr edi c t ed in present and f uture uttl i zatio n.
According to Lloyd:
If today's strongest trends continue, if today's newest
gadgetry fulfills even a little of the inventor's high
expect9tl.ons, and tod9y 1 s most promising experimental developme nts come to fruition, ty pewriting will show these
ch aracteristics by t.he tiil'n of the centu!'y •••••••• Instruct ion
will be ind ividualized. Instead of working in cadence with
oth e rs in a c lass, the typing trainee will work alone in a
carr el as he pr ogresses through a course of pr0~rammed
instruction. ( 12, p. 18)
Presently, man7 schools across the nati on have made their
indiv i dualize

t ~e ir

pr oved t o be quite
8ar di n>; r On
t ~e

t]pewritlng
succes ~fu l.

in d ividu~liz e d

individ~o~al

tl. ~

and in most inst a nces, have

In e study condu ct.e-l by

r.. mhr et.ch

The

sto~dy w a~

~ 1d

conducted ir. order to

effective ness <' f ind ividuac.ized instruct.i on in

sturlent needs.

tn

inst,ruct. i <J n loB r•() ginning typeW!'it in9 r. lass,

foll owing !'as brough t, out:

dete rmi.ne

rr o~ rans,

~ov~

mefltin ~

Two hegi nnin)S c lf9s e s we re compare-l wi th the

intention of 1.1nswering t he !'ol10wi nr. ques t i ons:

15

1,

Through individualized inst ruct.io n, will each student better

achieve his particular t.ypewriting
2,

~cal

(personal use or vocational) '!

Can the teacher devote more time to those individuals wh o

nP-ed his hel;>?
It was felt after experimenting with the individua l ized program
that:
1.

The units that were designed would offer a workable soluti 0n

to tr.e problem of adequately meeting the individual nP-eds, differences
and various ultimate typing goals in the beginning typewriting course.
2.

The material in the units can be easily assembled fr om the

available typewriting textbook, as it was for this study, or the teacher
could

com~ose

J,

the typing prob l ems for the units himself.

This was a more effect.i.ve method of meo;oting individual nP-eds

of each student in t7pewriting. (10, p.

245)

Man7 authors agree that the use of aud io-visual aids could greatly
improve the effectiveness nf ty pewriting classes, and also play a ma jor
role in inr!ividualizing instruction.

Bradshaw states:

"The business

education teacher sh ould utilize a varied a ssortment of audio-visual
hardware if te is to meet the i.ndividual needs of the students.

By

using current meth ods and techniques, the business educator may
successf•Jlly motivate tho:! students to reach their opt L"IIum capability."

(4,

p. 2)

Lee Beaumont emphasizes this in a review on beginning

typewriting.

He brings out that:

Cr11cial, critical, decisive

the ftrst five to six weeks of beg inning

ty~ewrtting

goals

descrih~

~uring

the
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first period of learning.

Students develop the physiology and

psychological patterns essential to typing speed and accuracy.

If

these patterns are set improperly, it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to reestablish the correct patterns.

It is during these

early lessons, therefore, that the teacher must exert his greatest
influence to help each student reach his maximum potential in typewriting.

He further elaborates:

Individual attention is the primary means through
which beginning students can be given a head start toward
typewriting competency. One solution to the problem of
providing individual instruction in a large class is
through the use of the record lesson. Recorded lessons
free the instructor from the demonstration stand, permit
him to study and correct the students as they type and
provide the opportunity for individual instruction as the
lesson progresses ••••••.• Records or tapes may be used as
"assistants" to give the instructor the opportunity to
observe, encourage, correct and instruct individual
students as required. (2, p. 50)
A much broader concept of the utilization of audio-visual hardware
is indicated in the experimental program at Minnetonka High School in
Minnesota.

Thoreson brings out in this review:

The school is

currently in the second year of an experimental program of teaching
beginning typewriting using video tape, films, a wireless lab, cassette
recording, and self-teaching printed materials developed at the local
level.

The teacher serves the students only at the individual level

and never teaches the group.
media mentioned previously.
basic purposes considered.

All other instruction is by means of the
This program was developed with three
They

were:
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1.

To meet student needs,

It was felt that there was a need for

a better course in tyoewriting ln which maximum learning could take
place while students pr ogre s s as rapidly or as slowly as necessary.
Malti-media provides maximum stimulus to the senses for improved
learning.
2.

To meet teacher needs.

Through the use of multi-media in

individualized instruction, the teacher is left free to devote all of
his time to
).

individ~al

learning situations.

To meet financial needs.

Both student and teacher needs may

be met by multi-media instruction and at a lower cost than traditional.
It

wa~

concluded:

anticipating trouble.

The typewriting instructors entered the project
Margin setting and centering had been areas of

difficulty in traditional

~lassag,

Surprisingly, not one st•JdP.nt of t he

Sl2 enrolled for beginning typewriting had difficulty with these
components.

This was found to be the rule for all areas.

The student

seems to be more attent.l.ve and more self-sufficient than with traditional
approaches.

The program is still in the experimental stage3 1 but it is

felt that after sufficient time has elasped and the program prove to be
an effective means of instruction (as indicated), a host of possibilitieJ
will become apparent for other business education subjects. (18, p. 23-u)
Parzych indicates that correlating this approach with team teaching has
also provided great

possi~ilities

instruction (!U, p. 2S)

for effectiveness in individualizing
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Use of
developing

~rogrammed

materials has also been very significant in

individ~alized

learning.

Wright conducted a study on

programmed learning in typewriting in the junior high school& and
one of the major features

bro~ght

o~t

on prograMmed instruction was

that individualized learning is a built-in characteristic • • , , •
Wright states:
Programmed instruction can help • teacher use his time
better while providing the student with quality instruction.
Freeing the teacher for the creative art of teaching is in
itself a major advantage of programmed instruction, In
addition, the self-pacing style of progra. .ed instruction
adds to both the slow learners• and the fast learners•
preparation far occupational proficiency. The sel!instructiooal units may be used for individual study.
(20, p. 5)

A review of literature and research relevant to the utilization of
individualized instruction has been included in this chapter,
included a review of articles that had been written on the

This review

e~bject,

and

a review of some research completed concerning utilization of individ~alized

instruction in typewriting,

It has been brought out that

individ~al

differences should be

considered in learning, and if an organized system such as the Individually
Prescribed System ill

~sed

to allow for these dl.fferences, instruction can

be made more effective in meeting the needs of the students,
Individualization is flexible in that classes can be individualized
without using a bulk of expensive equip.ant; however, the use of sOMe
type of .sdie is required, and the use of aulti-aedia can produce
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highly effect. ive res •1lts.

1~ ·H ·J1duolizat ion

is flexible also in

that it lends itse lf +,c a st. e;>-by-ster procedc1re for implementation.
But

eVE''l

with its flex l bility, it req uires very careful planni ng in

order to be

s<~ccessful

Nany authors

a .~ ree

in im;>le'llent.ing it.
thai indi·;idualization in typewriting has

realized very profttable resc1l Ls
future.

~ nd

is definitely a t.rend for the

Therefore, typewr i t.i ng te a chers should be considering t. hts

c nnce;>t v ery str ongly if t l.ey r.ave not yet i ndividuali ze d their cl;;sses.
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CHAPTffi III

PRESgtrrATION OF DATA
Presented in this chapter are the results of the survey designed
to determine the extent of utilization of individualized instruction in
typewriting in the public high schools of the state of Utah.
A cover letter and questionnaire were raailed to each of the 86
public high school department chairmen

in the state of Utah.

The

initial mailing of the questionnaire resulted in responses fraa 48
department heads; this represented 55.8 percent of the population.
The initial mailing was followed up with a postal card ten days later;
This resulted in responses from 10 additional respondents.

or

the 86

department chairmen, a total of 58 responses were received, but only

53 were usable. The reasons were:
1.

New teacher was not familiar with the typewriting program. (2)

2.

Department chairmen did not teach typewriting and !elt. tha;r

should not complete the questionnaire. (3)
Both large and emall schools are included in this investigation,
as well as schools from northern, eastern, western, and southern sections
of Utah.

Fro• a total of 40 school districts, 32, or

represented.

Bo.o

percent, are

A list of those districts that are not represented in this

survey is included in the Appendix, page 6).
The data in this chapter are presented in three sections and in
the saae sequence as the objectives in Chapter 1, with the exception of
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Objective l and Objective 2 being combined.

The first section presents

data relevant to the extent of utilization of the essential components
of individualized instruction in typewriting and the courses for which
each is used.

Included in this chapter also are the data for grading

practices for each school responding to the question.
The second section of this chapter deals with the kinds of
instructional materials that are utilized by the typewriting teachers,
including supplementary materials, •edia, and multi-media.

The third

and last section of this chapter is concerned with the status of certain
stability factors regarding the use of individualized instruction.
Findings Relevant to the Utilization of Essential Components
and Grading Practices
On the first item of the questionnaire, the respondents were
requested to indicate the typewriting courses that are offered in their
curriculum.

On Items two through thirteen of the questionnaire, the

respondents were requested to indicate the components of individualized
instruction that they are utilizing and the courses for which each is
utilized.

In addition, Item 16A requested the respondents to give

information on how final grades were determined.

The responses for Items

one through thirteen and Item l6A are shown as Tables l through 18,
pages 22 through 32.
Table 1, page 22, shows the typewriting courses that are offered
in the public high schools of the state of Utah.

The •other" item

indicates variations and some respondents do not give the name for it.
As indicated by the table, 100 percent of the schools offer beginning
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typewriting, 77.3 percent of fer advanced typewriting, 66.0 perceot offer
intermediate typewriting , ul.5 percent indicated that they teach

8

type-

writing course for personal use, and 16.9 percent offer other types of
courses in addition to those mentioned on the questionnaire.

Table 1.

The typewriting courses that are offered in the public high
schools or the state of Utah.

Courses

NUmber of Schools

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

53
35
41

Percent
100.0
66.0

77.3

22

41.5

9

16.9

Table 2, page 22, shows the number of schools that employ the use
of a placement test for identifying skill levels in the various typewriting
courses.

Advanced typewriting represented ten schools, or 18.8 percent,

which is the highest utilization of the placement test,

Table 2.

The typewriting courses in which a placement test is utilized
for identifying skill levels,

Courses

Number of Schools

Percent

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
other

6
8

11.)

10

18.8

15.?.

2

3.?

3

5.6
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Table 3, page 23, shows the courses in which proficiency goals
are set according to placement test results.

Six schools, or 11.3

percent, set proficiency goals according to placement teat results in
intermediate and advanced typewriting.

Five schools, or 9.4 percent,

utilize placement test results to set proficiency goals in beginning
typewriting.

Table ).

The typewriting courses in which proficiency goals are set
according to placement test results.

Courses

Number of Schools

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

Percent

5
6
6

9.4
11.)

11.3
1.8
5.6

1
)

Table 4, page 24, shows the courses in which a course outline is
used listing the basic activities for each

cla~s

period, and is distributed

to each student at the beginning of each semester.

ThP. largest number, or

26.4 percent, reported that the course outline is used in beginning typewriting, and 24.5 percent, reported that the course outline is used in
intermediate typewriting, which is the second highest utilization.
Table
used.

5,

page 24, shows the courses in which performance objectives are

The highest, or 24.5 percent, reported the use of performance objectives

in beginning typewriting.

The second highest was 22.6 percent of the schools

using performance objectives in intermediate typewriting.

Four schools, or

7.5 percent utilize performance objectives in "other" typewriting classes.
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'> '-le L.

"n wLic'l •r.£•re is use ot a c"urse outline thet 1 i~t. s
Lhe basi.c actl.vit.i"s for every cla ss period , and i.q dist~ib~te r.
t,o ~ach stCJde nt at t~e begi nn i ng ot each semester .
Co~rses

Number ot Schools

Courses

14

Begi nnl ng
Intermediate
Advanced
Perso nal Use
Other

Table

5.

Percent.

26 . 4
24 . 5

13
10,.

18,8

9.4
9.L

:;>

5

The typewriting courses in which performance objectives a:-e
utilized,

Ccurses

Number of Schoo ls

Percent

13
12

Begi nning
I ntP.rmediat.e
Advancqd
Per s onal Use
Other

24 . 5
22 .6
24.')

lJ

5.6
7.5

3

4

Tab l e 6 , page 25, s hows tr.e typewriting

c~urses

D3 signed rea di ng materials before the intr oducti0n
h ighest nu."r.t.er, c::- 11.3 pe rcE'nt reported the usP 0f

in which there arH

~f

each new un:t .

assi. 0~ ned

P :c

reading

materials in begi nnine and advancP.d typewri t ing .
Ta bl~

7, page 25 ,

S PilW9

the ty:oewriting courses in which supple-

menta ry ma teri als 3re as sil!ned .

Seven scho ols , or 13 . 2 perc ,n t, re ported

utlllza tton in be ginning ty;>ewriting, and six: scboola, or 11.3 ;Jerce nt
re;>orted utilization in i ntermed iate and a dv3 nced t ypewrH. i ng.
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Table 6 .

The typewriting courses in wbi.ch there are asPi.gned reading
materials before the introduction of ~ach new unit.

Courses

Mumber of Schools

Percent

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Persolllll Use
Other

6

11.3

Table 7.

9.4

5
6
1

ll.)

2

)."(

1.6

The typewriting courses i.n which there is
supplementary materials.

Courses

Number of Schools

Bf>6inning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal use
Other

7
6
6

as~igne-:l

use of

Percent
.J.].2

ll.3
ll.3
1.8

1

5.6

3

Table 8, page 26, shows the courses in which pretPsts are ut:lized.
Fllur schools, or

7.5 percent re rorted utilizat.ion for begtnni ng and
Ttree schools 1 or

5. A

pe,.cent ut i1 ize pretests

in advanced typewritine, an-:! t.wo scrools, or

J. ·:

pe r cPnt., utilize

interm~diate

typewriting.

;>retests in personal u9e and
Table 9, page 26,

sho~o~s

··~ther''

typewritinP, courses .

the t.ypewrttin;s courses in which there is

use of nssigned periodic testing for identification of progress ann level
of proficiency.

Fifteen schoools, or 28.) percent, indicated u3e of
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periodic testing for identification of progress and level of proficiency
in beginning typewriting.

Fourteen schools, or 26.4 percent, indicated the

use of assigned periodic testing in advanced typewriting.

Five schools, or

9.4 percent, reported use of assigned periodic testing in "other'' courses,
which is high when considering the number represented.

Table B.

The typewriting courses in which pretests are utilized.

Number of Schools

Courses
Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
other

Table 9.

4
4
3
2
2

Percent
7.5
7.5
5.6
3.7
3.7

The typewriting courses in which there is utilization of
assigned periodic testing for identification of progress
and level of proficiency.

Courses
Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal [Jse
Other

Number of Schools

Percent

15
12

26.3
22.6
26.4
7.')
9.4

14
4
5

Table 10, page 27, shows the courses in which posttests are employed.
The highest, or 22.6 percent of the schools utilize the posttest in beginning
typewriting.

The second highest, or 20.7 percent, indicate utilization of

the posttest in intermediate typewriting.
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Table 10,

The typewriting courses in which there is utilization of
posttests.

Courses

Number of Schools

Percent

Beginn ing
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

12
11
9

22.6
20.7
16.9

3
5

5.3

Table 11, page 27, shows the

typewritin~

9.h

courses in which students

are not grouped for instruction as a complete class all
The highest number, or

41.5

or

the time.

percent, reported that beginning

is not taught. to the complete class all of the time.

type~riting

The second

highest, or 33.9 percent, indicated that the intermediate and advanced
typewrit ing classes also followed some format other than large group
instruction some of the time.

Tab le 11.

The typewriting courses ln which students ara not grouped
for instruction as a complete cl~ss all of the time.

Courses

Number of Schools

Percent

Beginn~og

22

18
18

41.5

Inter!lledlate
Advanced
Personal Use
other

9

6

33.9
33.9
16.9
11.3
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Table 12, page 28, shows the courses that are group-taught only
at certain intervals.

The largest percentage, )7.9 percent, indicated

that beginning typewriting is group-taught only at certain intervals.

Tabla 12.

The typewriting courses that are group-taught only at
certain intervals.

Courses

Number of Schools

Percent

Beginning
I nte rmed ia te
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

20

37.9
7.5
5.6
7.5
3.7

4
J

4
2

Table 13, page 29, shows the number of courses that are never
taught in a groLip format.

Tbe l&rgest nul'llber, or 15.2 percent, reported

that beginning typewriting is never taught to a group.

Six schools, or

11.3 percent, indicate that intermediate typewriting is never taught in
group format, which is the second highest percentage.
Table 14, page 29, shows the courses in which small group instruction
is used.

Again, beginning typewriting has the highest percentage of

utilization, with 50.9 percent of the schools using small group instruction.
Twenty-one schools, or 39.6 percent, use small group instruction in advanced
typewriting courses, which is the second highest utilization.
Table 15, page 30, shows the number of courses in which students are
al lowed to progress at their own rate of learning, using printed and other
materials, with individualized assistance when needed.

Forty-one schools,

or 77.3 percent, indicated that students are allowed to progress
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at their own rate of learning in beginning typewriting, and twenty-nine
schools, or 54.9 percent in advanced typewriting.

Eight schools, or

15.2 percent re ported "other" typewriting courses, which is a high
percentage considering the number of schools represented.

Table 1).

The typewriting courses that are never taught through group
instruction.

Courses
Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

Table l11.

Number of Schools

Percent

8

15.2

6

5

4
1

11.)

9.4
7.5
1.8

The typewriting courses in which small gr oc1p instruction
is utilized.

Courses

Nwnber of Schools

Percent

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

27
20
21

50.9

12

)7.9
)9.6
22.6

4

7.5

JO
Tabl~

15.

The typew riting co~rse3 in which 5t~dents are allowed to
progress at their own rate of learning, ~sing printed
and other materials with individ~al assistance when needed.

Courses

Number of Schools

Percent

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal [Jse
Other

41
25
29
13

77.3
47.1
54.9
24.5
15.2

B

Table 16, page 30, shows the typewriting

co~rses

in which there is

provision made for daily evaluation and guidance of each pupil.

Thirty-

eight 3Choola, or 71.6 percent, indicated that provision ia made for
da!.ly evaluation and guidance in beginning typewriting, and twenty-slx
schools, or 49.0 percent in advanced typewriting.

Seventeen schools,

or 32.0 percent, reported utilization in personal use typewriting, which
is a high percentage when considering the number of schools represented.

Table 16.

The typewriting courses ln which there ia provision made
for daily evaluation and gu idance of each pupil.

Courses

NWllber of School!!

Percent

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal use
Other

36
26
27
17

71.6
49.0
50.?
32.0
7.5

4
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Table 17, pa ge Jl, sh ows Lhe number of

co<.~raes

in which provision

is made for periodic monitoring of tbe students to check their rate of
progress.

Again, the r i ghest pe rcentage, 88.6 percent of the schools

indicated that periodic monitoring is used in beginning typewriting, and
60.3 percent of the schools use periodic monitoring in advanced
typewriting.

Table 17.

The typewritine courses in which provision is made for
periodic monitorln ~ of students to check their rate of
progress.

courses

Number of Schools

Percent

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

47
29
32
16

88.6
54.9
60.3
30.1
5 .6

3

Table 18, page 32, sh ows how final grades are determined in the
typewriting classes.

Sixteen schools, or 30.1 percent , indicated that

final grades are determined by perc entages on speed, accuracy, production
and tests.

Considerin~

that some of the schools are

utilizin~

individualized concepts in t ea ch ing typewrit.ing, only 1.8 percent reported
that final grades were determined through the use of performance objectives ,
1.8 percent, reported that gra des are determined through the use of
individual orogress contracts, and 3. 7 percent, reported that grades were
determined on individual progress.

)2

Table 18,

Final grades are based on the following criteria.

Criteria

Number of Schools

Speed, accuracy, production and
tests

Percent

1.6

)0,1

Points, attendance and tests

7

1).2

Production and tests

6

ll,J

Speed, accuracy, production, tests,
sod techniques (lst year)

6

11.3

Effort, speed, accuracy, and
individual qualities

2

).7

Individual progress

2

3.7

Individual progress contracts

1

l.e

l''ollcw percentage of State
Curr iculum Gu ide

l

l.B

Per formance objectives

1

l.S

Personal interview with students

l

1.8

Typing manual based on course out line

1

1.8

Averages daily preparation in class

1

1.8

Student evaluation of his own
progress

l

1.8
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Findings Relevant to the Kinds of Instructional
Miterts!s which are utilized {n Typewriting
Item Sc, a through e, of the questionnaire requested respondents to
indicate the supplementary Materials that are utilized in their typewriting classes.

Items 10 and 11 requested the respondents to specify

materials utilized in individualizing typewriting instruction.
Item

In addition,

14 requested the respondents to indicate the kinds of multi-media

utilized in their classes, and IteM lS requested information on the media
used frequently, and the frequency of use.

The responses tor these items

will be shown as Tables 19 through 32.
Table 19, page 34, shows the courses in which supplementary reading
materials are utilized.

The

hi~hest

number, or 11.3 percent, reported

using supplementary reading materials in intermediate and advanced
typewriting.

Beginning typewriting shows utilisation of supplementary

reading materials in only

9.u

percent of the

sc~ools.

Table 20, page 34, shows the courses in which audio materiRlS ere
utilized for supplementary use.

There is indication or utilization in

1. 8 percent of all courses except •other", for which there is no

utilization of audio lllllteriale.
Table 21, page 34, shows the courses in which programmed materials
are used.

Five schools, or 9.4 percent use programmed materiels in

intermediate and advanced typewriting.
progra~ed

Four schools, or

materials in beginning typewriting.

7.5

percent us e

J4
Table 19.

The typewriting caurses in which supplementary t'eading
materials are utilized.

N•Jmbe.- of Schools

Courses
Beginning
Intermediate

5

Percent

9.4

.~dva nced

6
6

11.3
11.3

Personal Use
Other

4

7.5

Table 20.

The typewriting courses in which supplementary audio
materials are utilized.

Courses
Beginning
Interme diate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

Table 21.

Number of Schools

Percent

1
1

1.8
1.8
1.3
1.8

1
1

The typewriting courses in which programmed materials
are used.

Courses

Number of 3chools

Percent

Beginning
Intermed is te
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

4
5
5

9.4
9.4

·1.S

1

1.9

3

5.6
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Table 22, page

35,

shows the courses in which audio- visual

materials are llsed for supplementary llSe.
~tilize
~se

Three schools, or

5.6 perc'! nt.,

audio-visttal supplementary materials in beginning, and 3. 7 perce nt

audLo-visllal suppleme ntary materials in

table 22.

inte~ediate

typewriting.

The typewriting courses in which audlo-visllal materials are
lltilized for supplementary pllrposes.

Number of Schools

Courses
Beginning
Intermedia t.e
Advanced
Personal !Jse
Other

3
2
2

1
1

Percent

5,6
3.7
3.7
1.8

1.8

Table 23, page 35, shows the t ype writing collrses in which selfprinted ma ter ials are llsed.
in beginning typewriting .

The h i ghest lttilization, 79.2 percent, is
The second highest lltilization of self-

printed 1na terials i s in intermediate and advance d typewriting with
62.2 percent of the schools ut i lizing them.

Table 23.

The tyoewriting
are used.

Collrses
Beginning
InteMne diate
Advanced
Pers onal !]se
Other

coo~rses

in which se lf- orin--ed materials

Nllmber of Schools
42
33
33

Percent

79.2

17

62 . 2
62.2
32.0

6

11.3

)6
Table 24, pAge Jl), sLows tre typewriting
sets Jre

e~tilized.

sets are

e~sed

Foe~r

sc hoo ls, or

coe~r ses

in which practice

7.5 percent, reported that practice

in beginnln", int t> rmediate and advanced typewriting,

two schools, or ).7 percent

e~ se

Only

practice sets in personal use typewriting

courses, and 1.8 percent use pract ice sets in "other" typewriting courses.

Table 24.

The typewriting courses in which practice sets are utilized,

Number of Schools

Coe~rses

7.5

4

Reg inning
Intermed late
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

4

7.5

2

3.7

7.5

4

1.8

1

Table 25, page 37, shows the typewriting
transparencies are

Percent

e~sed,

coe~rses

in which

Twenty-eigh t. scho ols, or 52.8 percent, indicated

that transparencies are used in beginning typewriting.

The second highest

utilization of transparencies reported is in intermediate typewriting
with 37,9 percent.
Table 26, page )7 1 shows the typewriting
video tape is

e~sed,

coe~rses

in whic h the

The largest number , eleven schools, or 20,7 per ce nt ,

reported that, the video tape is used in beginning typewriting,

The

second highest, 15.2 percent, utilize the vide0 tape in advanced typewriting.
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Table 25.

The typewriting
utilized.

co~rses

in which transparencies are

Courses

Number of Schools

Percent

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

28
20
19
10
5

52.8
37.9
35.8
18.8
9.4

Table 26.

The typewriting

Courses

co~rses

in which the video tape is used.

Number of Schools

3eginning
Interned ia t"
Advanced
Personal Use
ether

11
6
8

Percent

20.7
11.3

15.2

5

9.11

1

1.8

--------------------------Table 27, page 38, stows the typewriting courses in which films
are utilized as a part of instruct ion,

Again 1 beg inning typewriting

has the highest percentage of utilization with 33.9 percent of the
schools using filttJs as a part of instruction.

The second highest in

utili:r.ation of films is in advanced typewriting with 22.6 percent of
the schools using them.
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Table 27,

The typewriting courses in which films are utilized as a
part of instruction.

Nul!lber of Schools

Courses
Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
other

Percent

18

33.9

10

18.8

12

22.6

6

11.3

7.5

4

Table 28, page 38, shows the typewriting courses in which the wireless
lsb is utilized.

Eight schools, or 15.2 percent, reported that the

wireless lab is used in beginning typewriting.

Six schools, or 11.3

percent use the wireless lab in advanced typewriting,

Table 28,

The typewriting courses in which the wireless lab is utilized,

Courses

Number of Schools

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

Table 29, page 39, shows the
single concept films are utilized.

8

Percent

3

15.2
5.6

6

11.3

3

5.6

2

typewritin~

3.7

courses in which Bmm

Five schools, or 9.4 percent use

8mm single concept films in beginning typewriting, which is the highest
utilization reported,
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Table 29.

The typewriting courses in which 8mM single concept films
are utilized.

Courses
Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

Number of Schools

5
1

l.
2

Percent

9.1.
1.8
7.5

3.7

Table 30, page 39, shows the typewriting courses in which prerecorded materials are used.

Eighteen schools, or 33.9 percent of the

schools reported that pre-recorded materials are used in beginning typewriting, and the second highest utilization of pre-recorded materials
reported was in advanced ty oewriting with 16.9 percent.

Table )0.

The typewriting courses in which pre-recorded materials
are utilized.

Courses

Number of Schools

Percent

Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal Use
Other

18
8
9
6

3).9
15 . 2
16.9
11.)

l.

7.5
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Table 31, page LC, shows t-he courses in which other kinrls of media
..,ncJ multi-ma diA th::it are n('lt. n ntioned in

ED L, a r e utilized.

Seven sch oo ls,

other types of media ln

bA;sin~in£5

o~

tl 1~

-.1 Ues ti. o 'lnnir'3:, suc h ns

13.7 pe rcent, reported

utilizin~

t ypewriting , anrJ six schools, or ll.3

percent, indicated that other tyoes of media is used in arlva nced typewriting.

73ble 31.

The typewrit lng cour"es in wh~ch oth~r ~inrls o f <r.edig and
m•Jlti-medta, not :nention~d in thP. questionnaire, are utilized.

Courses

Beginninf>
Intermediate
Advanced
Personal use
Other

Table

Number of Schools

'I

Percent

13.7

4

7.5

6

4

11.3
7.'5

1

1.8

32, page 41, shows the frequency of use of some type of

media used in the typewriting c lasses.

Ten schools, or 18.8 percent,

indic3ted that media is used o n a weekly basis, eight schools, or
15.2 percent, indicated that some type of media is used on a daily
basis.

ul
Table 32,

The frequency of use of some type of media used in the
typewriting classes,

Number of Schools

Frequency of Use
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Sometimes (As Needed)

Percent

8

15.2

10

18.8

5

u

9.u

7.5

Findings Relevant to the Status of Certain Stability Factors
Regarding the Use of lndTVIauBiized
-----ynstruction in Type-writing
Item lhB of the questionnaire requested the respondents to give
information concerning the length of time the typewriting classes have
been individualized,

Item l6C requested the respondents to give information

concerning their motivation or reasons for adopting the use of individualized concepts,

In addition, rtem 16D requested the respondents to give

information concerning future utiliza tion of items on the questionnaire
checked "no".
''no".

Their res po nses to these questions were given as "yes" or

The responses to Item 1') , questions B through 1' , will he shown as

Tables 33 through

35.

Table 33, page

u2,

shows the length of time that individualization

has been a part of the typewriting programs.

The highest number, or

percent, indicated that utiliza•, ion of indivi :b allzed concepts began
during the 1972- 73 school term.

u5.2

L2
Table )).

The length of time that typewriting teachers have been
utilizing individualized concepts in instruction in the
public high schools of the state of Utah.

Length of Ti.Jne

Number of Schools

Percent

----At the beginning or during
the 1972-7) school term

24

1.5.2

'l'wo - three years

5

9.4

Four - five years

5

9.4

Table

34, page 43, shows the reasons why teachers adopt the use of

individualized instruction in typewriting.

Slx schools, or 11.) percent

or the schools reporting, indicRted that individualized instruction is
being utilized in order to allow for difference in student abilities.
Table JS, page LJ, shows the responses in terms of "yes" and "no"
answers concerning future utilization of individualized instruction.
Twenty-four teachers, or

45.~

percent, indicated that they plan to utilize

individualized concepts in typewriting instruction in the future.

Table 34 .

Reasons why t ea chers 1dopt. the use of individualir.ed
instruction in their typew riting classes,

Re asons

Number of Schools

Percent

To allow for differing student
abilities

6

11.3

Students can ~<ark at their own
rate of learning

3

5.6

Ti;Js from workshops

1

1.8

Dif ferent c lasses can be taur;ht
at the same time

1

1, 8

Enhances student motivati on

1

1, 8

Already a part of program

1

1. 8

Taught in teacher preparation

1

1.8

Suggestions from state
consultants

1

1.8

Observa t i on of ot her successful
experiences

1

1.8

Not sst isfied with tradi tio nal
approaches

1

1,8

Table

35.

The number of teachers who plan to use individualized concepts
in typewrittng instruct~ o n in the future in the hie h schools
of the sta te of I] tal·,

Responses
Yes
No
/;at :>ure

Number cf Schools

P<:!rcent

24

45.2

9

16 . 9

20

37. 9

44

The following is a s ummary of the findin.;s res ·1 lting from this
study.

1.

The total population re prese nted in this survey, fifty-three

schools, or 100 percent, of f er beginning typewriting i n the curriculum,
77 . 3 perce nt offer advanced typdwriting, 66 . 0 percent offer intermediate
typewriting, 41.5 percent of fAr pe rs ona l use, and 16. 9 perce nt

~ffAr

courses classified as "othe r'' typew riting courses in the curriculum.
2.

Te n sc hools, or 18 . 8 percent utilize the placement t.Ast for

identifying

s~ill

levels in advanced typewriting, which is

percentage ut il ized ,

t~e

highest

The second highest in utilization of the placement

test is in inter111ediate typewriting with 15 .6 percent.
3.

S ix s chools , or 11.3 perce nt set pr ofic iency

~ oals

ac cording

to placement test. results in intermediate and edvanced type writ ing.
4.

Fourtee n schools, or 26.4 percent of the schools indicated

that a course outli ne listing the basic activities for eact> class period,
is dist ributed to students at the beginni ng of each s emester in beginning
typewriting .

Thirteen schools, or 24.5 percent use the course outline in

i ntermediate typewriting.

5.

The

hi~ he st

pe rcentage of utilizat io n of per formance objectives,

24 . 5 percent, was reported i n hegi nning typewriti ng.

The sec ond highest

utilizati 0n of performance ob jgctives, 22 . 6 percent, is in intermedi9te
typewriting.
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6.

Tte use of assigned rP?ding materials

of each new unit is
depart~ents

intermediate

7,

us~d

~efore

the introduction

by ll.J percent of the business education

in beginnir.g and advanced

typewriti~,

9.4 percent in

and

t.ypewritt~g .

Seven schools, or 1). 9 oercent. assign supplementary materials

in beginnlr.g typewrit,tng.

Slx schools, or 11.3 pe r ce nt

~ssigr.

indiviaual

supplementary materials ln inte rme diate and ;rivanced typewrlt.ing.

8.

Fifteen schools, or 28.3 percent. , indicated utilization of

assign ·!d periodic testing for i0ent. ifying progress and l evel of
proficiency

i~

beginning typewriting, and 26,4 percent, in advancerl

t. ypet<r i ti ng,
9.

Posttest.s are utilized by ?2,6 percent of the business educAtion

departments in beginning typewriting.

Posttests are utilized by 20,7

percent in intermediate typewriting, ann by 9 ,L percent. in "other" classes.
10 .

Eight schools, or 15.? percent , reported that

beginn i r.~

type-

writing is never ta·Jght. through group instruction, and six schools , or
11.3 percent, indicated that intermediate typewriting is never taught
through group ins_truction.
11,

Twenty busi ness education departments, or 37.9 percent, indicated

that beginning typewriting is group-t.aug ht. only at certain int.ervals,
which is the highest rercent.age re port.ed,

The second 1-:lghest is only

7.5 percent, in which intermediate ann advanced typew riting are grouptaught only at certain intervals.
1?.

Small group

inst.re~cti o n

is utilized in 5'0.9 pe rcent of the

beginnl.ng typewriting courses and 39 . 6 percent of the advanced typewriting
courses.

13.

Twenty-two schools, or 41.5 percent, reported that beginning

typewriting is not taught to the complete class all of the time.

The

second highest, or 33.9 percent, indicated that the intermediate and
advanced typewriting classes were not grouped for instruction as a
complete class all of the time.

14.

Students are allowed to

pro~ess

at their own rate of learning,

using printed and other materials with individual assistance when needed
in 77.) percent of the beginning tynewriting courses, which is the
highest percentage.

The

a~ranced

typewriting courses show the second

highest percentage in which students are allowed to progress at their
own rate of learning, with 54.9 percent.
lS.

Thirty-eight schools, or 71,6 percent, provide for daily

evaluation and guidance of each pupil in beginning typewriting, 50.9
percent in advanced typewriting, and 49.0 percent in intermediate typewriting,

Four schools, or 7.5 percent provide for daily evaluation and

guidance of each pupil in "other" typewriting classes,
16.

Forty-seven schools, or 88.6 percent, provide for periodic

monitoring of students to check their rate of progress in beginning
typewriting, and thirty-two schools, or 60, ) percent, in advanced
typewriting.
17.

Sixteen schools, or )0.1 percent use percentages of speed,

accuracy, production and tests for determining final grades.

Considering

thst some of the schools are using individualized concepts in teaching
typewriting, only 1.8 percent reported that finol grades were determined
through the use of individual progress contracts, and ),7 percent reported
that grades were determined on an individual progress basis,
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lB.

Sl.x schools, or 11.) percent use supplementary reodin!!

materials in intermediate and advanced typewriting, which i.s the
highest utilization reported for the use of supplementary materials .
19.

Supplement-ary audio materials are utilized in 1.8 percent of

all typewritin!; courses except "other" typewriting classes, which ther e
is no indication of use.
20,

Supp lementary audio-visual materials are utilized in 5.6

percent of thP beginning typewrit.ing courses, and utilized in), 7
percent of the int.ermediat.e and advanced typewriting courses.
21.

ProgrammAc! materials

'l.rP

utilized in

9. 4 percent of the

intermediate and advanced typewriting courses, and

7.5 percent of the

beginning typewriting courses .
?2 ,

Forty-two 5chools, or 79,2 percent., re ported that self-printed

materials are utilized in beginning typewriting courses, and thirtythree schools, or 62.2 percent, reported that self-printed materials
are used in intermediate and advanced typewriting courses,
23.

Practice sets are utilized in

~ntermediate

2),,

7. 5 percent of the begl.nning,

and rdvanced ty pewriting coursPs,

Eleven schools, or 21J. 7 percent utilize tt:e video tap<'! in

beginning tyoP.writing,

Eigh t sch ools, or

15.2

percent utilize the video

tape in anvanced typewriting.

25.

Films are utilized in 33.9 percent of the beginning ty::>ewriting

coursPs, and 22 .6 percent of t,hp adnnced typewriting courses.
26.

Eight sct:ools , or 15 . 2 percent employ the use of the wireless

lab in beginning typewriting, and 5.6 percent employ the use of the
wireless lab in advanced typewriting.
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27.

Pre-recorded materials are utilized in 33.9 percent of the

beginning typewriting courses, and 16.9 percent of the advanced typewriting courses.

Four schools, or 7 .5 percent, utilize pre-recorded

materials in "other" typewriting classes.
28.

Twenty-eight schools, or 52.8 percent utilize transparencies

in beginning typewriting, and twenty sc hools, or 37.9 percent use
transparencies in intermediate typewriting.
29.

Five schools, or 9 .4 percent utilize 8mm single concept filas

in beginning typewriting.

There is no indication of utilization 1n

•other" typewriting classes.
30.

Seven schools, or 13.7 oercent utilize multi-media materials,

not mentioned on the questionnaire, in beginning typewriting; and 11.3
percent in advanced tyoewriting.
31.

Ten schools, or 18.8 oercent, indicated that sane type of media

is use d in their typewriting classes on a weekly basis, and 15.2 percent,
indicated daily utilization of some type of media.
32.

Individualized instruction was included as e part

or

the

typewriting program at the beginning or during the 1972-73 school term
in 39.6 percent of the schools, which is the highest percentage of those
schools responding to the question.

The longest period of time for

utilizing individualized instruction in typewriting is 3 9.4 percent of the schools responding to the question.

5 years by
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~ ix

schools, or ll.) percent, indicated that individualized

instruction was adoot.ed in their typewritinr, pr og ram i n order to allow
for differing student abilities .
p~; rcent,

The seconc highest response was

which indicated t.hat they use individualized instruction in

typewriting because stndents can work

Jh.

5.6

Tllenty-fo<~r

~t

their own rate of learning.

schools, 0r 45.2 percent, indicate that they plan

to utilize more individualized concepts in typewriting in the future .

So

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCL,J3IOI-B AND RECOIM:NDATTOIB

This st.udy was undertaken to determine the sxtent to which
individualized instruction is utilized in the typewriting courses in
the public hig h schools of the state of Utah.
A list of the high schools with business education departments or
with at l east one business education teacher was formulated from the
Utah Business and Office Education Personnel Directory - 1972-73.

The

cover letter and questionnaire were mailed to each of the 86 high
school business education department chairmen.
were received, but only 53 were usable.

A total of

58

returns

The information from these 53

questionnaires was used to formulate the data in this study.
The questionnaire was designed to determine:
l.

The components of individualized ins truction which the

typewriting teachers are

usin~ .

2.

The courses in which each component is utilized.

3.

The kinds of instruc t ional materials that are being utilized.

u.

The status of certain stability factors concerning individualized

instruction.
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Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn from the findings of this
study:
l.

Essential components of individualized instruction are used

in typewriting, but in many schools, they are not used in an orderly
and systematized manner in which to build upcn and eventually extend
into a completely individualized program.
2.

The majority of the schools are consistent in the utilization

of the same components of individualized instruction in the same courses.
3.

A lerge segment of the population, in all courses, indicated

that students are allowed

~o

progress at their own rate of learning.

However, this is not supported when cons ide ring much lower utilization
of performance objectives, pretests, posttests, supplementary materials,
and s wide variety of media on a frequent basis; all of which would be
definite considerations in allowing students to progress at their own rate
of learning.

4. Beginning typewriting shows the highest percentage of utilization
of all essential components except the use of the

place~ent

test and

setting proficiency goals according to test results.

5. Only a small percentage of the business education departments
utilize

the placement test, as the highest utilization is in advanced

typewriting with only 18.8 percent; and all departments indicating the use
of the placement test, do not set proficiency goals according to test results.
6.

Performance objectives are not included in all areas in which there

is i:tdication of use of individualized concepts in typewriting.
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7,

The utilization of pretests and posttests is not consistent,

in that the oost !.est is ut il i.zed by a higher percentage than the pretest,

8.

The maj ori ty of t he teachers provide for daily evaluation and

guidance of each ?Upil in all cou rses,

9.

The 1najority of teach ers provide for periodic monitoring of

students to check their rate of pr ogress in all
10 .

course~.

Large gronp instruction is not always used in the typewriting

classes In that a large percentage of the schools indicated the

~s~

of

small group instruction, classes are not gr oup-taught all of the time,
and some classes are never taught as a group.
11.
g~neral

12.

gradPS,
~n

The components showing t he highest utilization are of a
nature, and can be used without actually individualizing i nstruction,
Most of the scrools use the

t.r~ciitiona]

methods for determining

On ly ?.L pe rcen t , indic3tE'd t.he use of individual : >r ogress met.hods

re ?orting grades,
lJ.

Self-printed materials are the most, widely used instructional

materials i n all courses,

The second hi ghest in utilization of

instructi onal materials is trans pa rencies.
l lJ .

Multi-media is utilized in all courses , but not at a high

percentage in most of the courses.

Films a n·:l pre-recorded materials

are the most widely used multi-media.

l S. There is indication of uti lization of multi-media that were
not me nti oned on the
16,

basis.

qu~sti o nnaire

in all courses,

Teachers tend +.o use me dia and multi-media on

R

weekly
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17.

Individualized instruction in typewriting could be considered

as a growing trend in the st2te of Utah, based on the following:
A.

Inrllvidualized instruction in typewriting has been increasing
in utilization during the past five years, and the use has
more than doubled during the 1972-73 school term.

B.

Many of the teachers indicated that they plan to extend
their use of individualized concepts in typewriting
instruction in the future.

c.

Teachers indicated that they use individualized concepts in
their typewriting classes in order to allow for differences
in student abilities, enhancing student motivation, among
other similar reasons; which indicate they are aware that
through individualized instruction, individual student
needs can be more efficiently met.

18.

The "other" tyoewriting courses indicate a high percentage of

utilization o.f most of the essential com;:JOnents of individualized
instruction when considering the number of schools represented.
Recommendations
The conclusions of this etndy suggest the following
reconune ndat ions:
1.

The business education departments should plan and develop

individualized concepts in typewriting in a more orderly and
systematized manner, in order to be able to build upon and eventually
extend into a completely individualized program.
2.

The utilization of the

place~nt

test for identifying skill

levels should be used more extensively, especially in intermediate and
advanced tyoewriting.
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2.

The utilization of the placement test for identifying skill

leve ls should be used more exte nsiv e ly, espec ia lly in intermediate and
advanced typewriting.
).

The pretests and oosttests should be utilized more consistently.

4. Typewriting teachers should utilize some type of media more
frequently in all typewriting classes.

S.

Typewriting teachers should adopt the use of performance

objectives as one of the "firsts" in

~ t erting

to individualize

instruction.
6.

Teachers should develop a more innovative approach in determining

grades when using individualized concepte in teaching.
7.

Kulti-media should be utilized more extensively in all typewriting

classes, and on a more frequent basis.

B.

Business educators in those s chools that are equipped with video

tape, wireless lab and various other types of innovative multi-media
equipment should put forth extensive effort to completely indvidualize
t heir typewriting classes.
9.

Typewriting teachers s hould take advantage of the varied

opportunities that individualized instruction offer, i.e. meeting
individual student needs, enhancing motivation of students and promoting
a greater degree of competency.
10.

A follow-up study of the public high school business education

departments in Utah should be conducted to determine the effectiveness
of the individualized concepts that are utilized in typewriting
instruction.
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UTAH

STATE

UNI V ERSITY

LOGAN . UTAH 8 43 22
COLLEGE OF BU S INESS
UMC 35

ll F PAA T MFN r OF
UlJStNESS EDUCAT ION
ROl /52 4100

March 16, 1973

Dear business educator:
To continue to enhance the quality of education for students enrolled
in vocational education courses, and to more adequately meet their
individual needs, experts in t he field of business education are
constantly presenting new approaches in teaching methodology.
I n order to enhance teacher education orograms, and establish better
standards of practice of these current methods, it is necessary to
measure the extent of utilization of various methods that provide a
means to determining the major areas of strengths and weaknesses.
The attached questionnaire is specifically designed to permit me to
analyze the extent of the utilization of individualized instruction in
the area of typewriting in the ~ ublic high schools in the state of Utah.
The information gathered in this survey will be used only for completing
my graduate research study in business education. Names of schools or
persons will not be identified in this study.
I shall greatly appreciate your completing and returning the enclosed
questionnaire to me by March 26, 1973. For your convenience, a stamped,
and self-addressed envelope is enclosed.
A copy of the conclusions, and recommendations will be sent to you if
you will note your request on the questionnaire. Thank you for your
assistance.

Very truly yours,

Lucille N. Pruitt
Enclosures
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QUESTIONNAffiE
This questionnaire is being ~sed to gather information
for a study being conducted as a basis for preparing a
research report in completion of require~nt for MS Degree,
determining the extent of utilization of various components
of individualized instruction in ty?ewriting in the public
high schools in the state of Utah, These data will not be
connected to the name or the school of the respondent. In
order to obtain the necessary information for this report,
the cooperation of business teachers is needed.
Please fill in the questionna ire and return it by March 26 1 1973
NAME OF SCHOOL._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS

~o.

I

Street

I

I

city

I

State

Zip

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON ANSWERII'C (Leave blank if desired)

Name

Title

If your school does not offer typewriting, you need not complete this questionnaire.
Please sign your name and return the questionnaire in the envelope provided.
1.

What typewriting courses are offered in your curriculum?
Beg inning_ _ __

Advanced_ _ _ __

Interlll6diate

Personal Use

Other_ _ _ __

PlEASE ANSWER TH E FOLLOWII'C QUESTIONS BY CliECKII'C "YES" OR "NO" IN THE SPACE PROVIDED
._,.,
I
FOR EACH 'l'YP&IR ITII'C COURSE.
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2, Do you employ the use of a place1
I
ment test for identifying skill
I
''
levels?
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I
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3.

'

Are proficiency goals set according
to placement test results?

4. At the be ginning of each semester,
is there a course outline including
the ba sic activities for each class
period distributed to each student?
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5. If the answer is

yes" to the preceding question, does the course
outline i nclude:

Performance objectives for each
unit ?

B.

Assigned reading materials before
the introduction of each new unit?
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reading materials
audio materials
audio-visual IIIBterials
prograllll!led 1118terials
other (please spec i fy)

D.

Assigned pretests?

E.

Assigned periodic testing for
identification of progress and
level of proficiency?

F.

Assigned posttests?

6.

Is the class taught as a group all of
the tillle?

7.

Is the class taught as a group only at
certain intervals?

6.

Is the class never taught as a group?

9.

Do you use small group instruction?

-

~

I

I

Are students allowed to progress at
their own rate of learning, using
printed materials with individual
assistance when needed? If so, please
specify type of 11aterial used_ _ __

I
I

11.

QJ

Assigned use of supplementary
materials? If the answer is "yes",
which of the following is used:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

10.
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Are students allowed to progress at thei r
owe rate of learning, using other means
than mentioned above? If so, please
specify_____________________
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12.

Is provision made for daily evaluation
and guidance of each pupil?

13.

Is provision made for periodic monitorI
ing of students to check their rate of
progress?
1 - - - - -_j_ __......__ _ _ _+--~

1.4.

Use of media - Do you employ the use of:

I

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.

H.

Video tape
FilJIIs
Wireless lab
Pre-recorded materials
8 mm single concept films
Self-printed materials
Transparencies
Other {please specify)

15.

Is some type of ~dia used ic class
presentations on a frequent basis? If
so, please comment on type used and
frequency of use - i.e. daily, weekly,
monthly, etc. ___________________

16.

Please comment briefly on the following :
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A.

How are final grades determined? __________________________

B.

Ple!!Se indicate the length of time that escb typewriting class has been
individualized. ________ -----------

C.

What were the major motivational factors for individualizing typewriting
instruction in your school?

D.

Do you bave future plans for utilizicg any methods or materials mentioned in
the questionnaire that were checked "no"? ___________________________

Thank you for your cooperation!
Please returc questionnaire
to:
Lucille N. Pruitt/
USU Apt. #34R/Logan, UT/

84321
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY · LOGAN . UTAH 84322
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
UMC 36
DEPARTMENT OF
BUSINESS EDUCATION
801 · 762-<11 00

March 27, 1973

Dear business educator:
On March 16, I sent you a questionnaire concerning the utilization
of individualized instruction in typewriting. If you have already
returned the questionnaire, please disre~ard this communication,
and thanks very much.
If you have not returned the questionnaire, please complete and
return it to me by April 7, 1973. The information is essential
to this study. Thanks very muoh tor your cooperation.
Sincerel:r,
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SCHOOL DISTRICTS NaT fNCI.UDF:TI IN THIS SURVEY

1.

Daggett School District

(1 school)

2.

Millard School District

(2 schools)

3.

Nebo School District

(3 schools)

4.

North Summit School District (l school)

5. Piute School District

(l school)

6,

Rich School District

(2 schools)

7.

Sevier School District

(3 schools)

B. Tintic School District

( l school)
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